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Experiment Short (ms.) Long (ms.) Judgement
A 1 500 Decision to act
B 10 1000 Decision to act
C 1 500 Action
D 10 1000 Action
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Conscious will clock paradigm

Material and Methods

Results

Discussion

In the first experiment we increased the action-effect interval to from 1 to 500 ms. The second 
experiment replicated these results with an action-effect interval from 10 to 1000 ms. Finally, we 

replicated the first two experiments to avoid the possibility of participants’ misunderstanding of the 
task, asking them to report the moment of their response. 

Libet et al. (1983) described a paradigm for studying conscious will using a
clock face with an inner rotary spot. The participants were asked to perform
an action at any moment and then to mark where was the spot when they
decided to act. Banks and Isham (2009) added a tone after the participant’s
response and found that it had an influence in participant’s judgments.
However, they used very short action-effect intervals (5-60 ms.) and very few
participants.

We show that Banks and Isham s effect can be found using larger action-effect intervals and both kinds of judgments. These findings facilitate future studies.

We conducted four experiments with longer intervals and N>40.
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All the differences between short and long interval conditions are significant.

 Short condition  Long condition  Base line (no beep)

Methodological improvements 
in the conscious will clock paradigm: 
larger action-effect intervals 
and different assessment questions


